Untitled #3, 1989
Variations, a series of compositions originally intended as practice scores for a young pupil, Martin eschews the demonstration of technical virtuosity in favor of breathing life into the commonplace.

Despite the abstraction of her work, Martin does not intend to refer to anything particularly esoteric. Which is not to say the experience her work describes is not rare. Rather, it is just this: she seeks to recall “moments of perfection.” “In these moments,” Martin observes, “we wonder why we ever thought life was difficult.” Clearly, this is not an everyday state of mind, but neither is it an experience accessible only to mystics. We may have had only one such experience in our lives, but we carry this experience with us, as a kind of compass, in our memory.

Rather than being simply aesthetic, Martin’s paintings are intended to serve as directional tools. Instead of orienting us in the material world, however, they help us find our bearings in the inner world of the mind, so that we may recover lost memories of perfection. One of the strongest signals her work gives is that to make our way in this direction, we must not try too hard. To find our way does not require that we master new skills or amass new bodies of knowledge. It simply requires that we pause, be still, and be aware. Admittedly, to pause, be still, and be aware is often not easy. Perhaps the extreme simplicity, even severity, of Martin’s work is necessary to catch our eye, to arrest our attention by its contrast with the chatter of the common visual field.

Martin herself has lived for decades in virtual solitude; she has turned her back on entertainment, politics, even friendship, in order to cultivate an atmosphere conducive to her art. It is this physical isolation of hers, and nothing intrinsic to the work itself, that has led some critics to see her paintings as an expression of profound solitude. Although some have compared her paintings to Casper David Friedrich’s images of individuals isolated against vast natural panoramas, Martin’s work truly has more in common with the achingly understated still lifes of Giorgio Morandi—arrangements of simple bottles and jars that, like Martin’s delicately poised lines and stripes, seem to hug one another out of sheer existential empathy.

Although Martin has spoken out against the mixture of art and politics, there is a sense in which hers is an activist art. “Moments of awareness of perfection and of inspiration are alike,” she has said, “except that inspirations are directives to action.” Martin’s art transforms a static, purely meditative spirituality—typical of a mystical attitude—with a rather more productive and social approach. If the former echoes the teachings of Taoism and Zen, the latter may have Biblical roots. As Luke recalls, Jesus said to the paralytic not only “your sins are forgiven,” (5:22), but also “rise . . . and walk home” (5:24). “There is the work in our minds,” Martin has said, “the work in our hands and the work as a result.” Behind Martin’s successive attempts to grasp the fleeting passages of the spirit through the mind is the profoundly social desire to craft a means by which to inspire others.

Between 1967 and 1973, Martin completed only a single body of work, a portfolio of thirty prints titled On a Clear Day. Made roughly twenty years before the eight paintings in this exhibition, this series of prints retains, in certain pieces, the signature grid of Martin’s even earlier art. The grid fixes in place, while the horizontal line lays bare. Also contrasted in this series are works in which the edge of the square is precisely demarcated, and those in which the lines halt just short of the edge. Observing these subtle differences is a visual exercise in attention, like the Zen practice of focusing on one’s own breathing.

There is something ironic, perhaps unintentionally so, in Martin’s titling of On a Clear Day. Six years to describe a single day? This attenuation of experience resonates with the timelessness of the mind. It is a clue as well to the secret of Martin’s life in art. As she has said, “The memory of past moments of joy leads us on.”

Lawrence Rinder
Curator for Twentieth-Century Art
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